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Families enjoy our spacious Suites that feature a King Size Bed in the bedroom, giving parents a bit of privacy, and
a Full Size Pull-Out Sofa-bed in the living room for the children. The affordable suites at Hotel Giraffe are priced at
what many hotels in NYC charge for a standard room. The hotel also offers Balcony Guestrooms with 2 Full Beds,
both options perfect for a family of 4, or combined into a 2 Bedroom Suite for a family of up to 8.
Our Milk & Cookies amenity is one of our most popular, and a great addition for families with children at any age.
Complimentary cribs are available upon request, saving parents the hassle of travelling with their portable cribs.
Our knowledgeable concierge are ready to help families plan a day of fun in NYC, whether that includes a day for
everyone, or just the parents, as our concierge can also arrange baby-sitting services.
While some boutique hotels are aggressively trendy in a way that would make multigenerational family visits
uncomfortable, the style on the hotel is softly contemporary, appealing to young parents yet also making children
and grandparents feel comfortable and at home.
The 24 hour refreshments offer incredible savings for a family of 4, including a hearty continental style breakfast
featuring many child-friendly choices, such as various cereals, yogurts, oatmeal, toast and bagels with peanut
butter and jellies, and juices. Our evening receptions include crackers, cheese, vegetables with dip, and
complimentary snacks that are available throughout the entire day, including cookies, fruit, hot chocolate, and
pastries.
Our Rooftop Garden gives children a welcoming space to stretch their legs, and they love our big giraffe statue that
sits in the garden.
With our location in the NoMad neighborhood, we are central to many family fun destinations, including the
Museum of Math, Kips Bay Movie Theater, the playground at Madison Square Park, and SPiN ping pong.
Our “No Celebration is Complete…Without Something Sweet!” package is designed with children celebrating a
special occasion in mind, and includes 2 gourmet cupcakes and 2 balloons.
NoMad features multiple family friendly restaurants, including Shake Shack, Hillstone, Big Daddy’s Diner,
nd
Schnipper’s, Hill Country, 2 Avenue Deli, and Blue Smoke.

A MEMBER OF THE LIBRARY HOTEL COLLECTION
The Library Hotel Collection is owned and operated by hotelier Henry Kallan and is comprised of four small luxury
hotels with a novel approach to hospitality. Each of our small European-style boutique hotels in Manhattan has
its own distinctive personality and charm. What they share is a commitment to providing timeless beauty,
exceptional value, and an outstanding travel experience for every guest visiting New York City. Henry Kallan is
one of New York’s leading “indie” boutique hoteliers, created the book lovers paradise, the Library Hotel, the
country French style Hotel Elysée, home of the renowned Monkey Bar, the jewel-like Moroccan motif Casablanca
Hotel, and the chic retro glamorous Hotel Giraffe. The Library Hotel Collection is renowned for having a sterling
reputation in social media sites such as TripAdvisor where all 4 hotels consistently rank on top of the list of hotels
in New York City due to the penchant for comfort, value and unpretentious hospitality.
For additional information on Henry Kallan or the Library Hotel Collection please contact:
Adele Gutman VP Sales, Marketing and Revenue 212-201-1153 adele@BookLHC.com or
Jane Coloccia Teixeira, JC Communications, LLC 609-737-2587 jane@jccomunicationsllc.com
For high resolution images, please visit www.libraryhotelcollection.com/media_gallery.html
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